
 

 

A TRIP TO LAS VEGAS 

Introduction 

Las Vegas is one of the most popular cities in the United States.  It is the largest city in 

Mojave.  The city is well known for various fun such as shopping, nightlife, gambling, 

parties and all forms of entertainment.  The city is considered as the capital of 

entertainment in the entire world. It is ranked as one of the most famous places where 

tourists visit in the world. Las Vegas offers all kinds of entertainment and is the center for 

all the nice films, TV programs and videos.  

 

Vacations to Las Vegas 

Any vacation made to Las Vegas is indeed very enjoyable and full of fun. All you need to do 

is to book a trip to Las Vegas and you will have real fun. There are very dedicated teams in 

the tourist hotels across Las Vegas whose main aim is to ensure that customers are well 

taken care of. The many hotels in the city offer accommodation facilities. You will enjoy 

touring places like Hoover Dam and the Grand Canyon. 

Why choose Las Vegas for vacation 

 Fountains at Bellagio 

This is an amazing feature in Las Vegas. The water integrated with the light and music are 

very entertaining. The water has been designed in such a way that after every 15 to 30 

minutes they light up in a wonderful display accompanied by great tunes. This is such a 

classical design. Similarly there is a volcano located in the front side of Mirage hotel which 

erupts from dusk all the way to midnight. These are some of the freebies that are available 

in Las Vegas. 

 Dining at the first food and bar 

Some of the world’s most reputable chefs reside in the hotels, casinos and bars in Las 

Vegas. The meals served are of high profile; well-cooked and its spices selected perfectly. 



 

 

You may order food stuffs such as aged steaks, seafood and desserts. Some of this are 

hardly found and so you should utilize the opportunity.  

 Fremont Street 

There are overload of classic sounds and pictures that are displayed on LEDs TV screens 

which are set in millions around the city. The tourist may also enjoy great experience 

running through the street of Fremont from its main to the 4th street as they enjoy the 

beauty. 

 Riding on top of the stratosphere 

This has been designed such that individuals can ride about 900feet high on the strip and 

propel downwards at a steep end. It is very interesting though fearful. Few individuals can 

manage it leave alone opening your eyes as you move downwards. Down the stratosphere 

there are beautiful city lights that continuously spin and light up the city. 

 Gambling 

Wynn is the best place where gambling takes place in Las Vegas. There are marble fittings, 

red carpets, wonderful lightning and all forms of luxury inside the hotel. It is pure fun and 

no one will really like to miss this once you land your feet at Las Vegas. There are two main 

classes of the table games and this are Craps and Blackjack. 

 Museums and exhibits 

Las Vegas has great museums and the botanical gardens. Some of this include the Neon 

and Mob museum. Both displays historical artefacts from the earlier days.  Other fine 

places include the National Atomic testing museum, Bellagio gallery and Auto collection 

which is located at the Quad hotel. 

 Shows 

Every hotel or resort in Las vegans provides musical entertainment to her customers. The 

casinos are full of entertainment and magic. One of the best shows is Bally`s Jubilee which 

is somehow inclined to the adults. It is suitable for couples and mature people only. 



 

 

 Pampering 

There is a wider variety of services for both men and women. For instance women can 

enjoy haircuts, manicures, pedicures and other styling services. Men may have their hair 

attended to through professional experts in the casinos and hotels. Couples can also 

organize and attend any party within the casinos and hotels. 

Conclusion 

Probably you are tired in your work place with that sitting in the office for a whole year. It’s 

time to take a break and the most recommended place is Las Vegas. Organize with your 

family and take a vacation to Vegas where you will enjoy amazing beauty and all forms of 

entertainment. You will never regret visiting Las Vegas. 

 


